Newsletter 3 2022

Through dangers untold and hardships
unnumbered

Hello friends,
Welcome to my third newsletter of 2022. If you've missed any
of my previous ones, they can all be found here on my
website.
What’s on my mind
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The rst thing to mention is that the Breakout Gallery (who currently have 5 of my
paintings) are holding a silent auction and exhibition closing party tomorrow Saturday 24th September. All are welcome to attend the party, and you can take
part in the auction even if you can’t make it to Haverfordwest.

What’s on my easel
My desk is currently covered in black ink and watercolour paper, as I prepare to
take part in Inktober 2022. Although I am very out of my depth working in ink, and
nd the ‘quick quick slow’ of it hugely frustrating compared to acrylics, I am
challenging myself to develop my skills as an artist, and push myself to grow.
Instead of using the prompts provided for this year, I have decided to use the
prompts given in 2016, and to base my months worth of drawings on the 1986 lm
Labyrinth.
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Labyrinth has always been a touchstone for me, and has lots of sage advice and
life lessons amongst the rousing musical numbers! It’s a go-to comfort lm with a
deeper heart than rst appears and it seems natural to want to immerse myself in
the story and characters after a recently traumatic time. If you haven’t watched it, I
urge you to and let me know what you think - I could talk about it for ages! I will be
posting my progress with Inktober daily on Instagram and Facebook, with each
piece of art available to buy from my Etsy store. If you happen to be online, do give
your favourite ones a like - I can’t wait to see which will be the most popular ones.
Just for you, here are a few sneak previews;
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It’s been a busy few months since I wrote to you last. The school holidays have
been and gone and the intense summer heat has at last given way to cooler days
and gentle skies. The world turns and it will soon be time for cosy jumpers, the
scent of woodsmoke and crisp mornings. Just a few weeks ago we had an
unexpected bereavement in the family - my grandmother, which coincided a short
while later with the Queens death. They were born in the same year, so recently it’s
felt as though the whole world was also mourning the end of an era and re ecting
on the ever spinning circle of life.

Quarterly questions
The question for this quarter’s newsletter is below. As ever, if you have a question
you would like to ask me please do drop me a line.
What is your favourite time of day to paint?
I count my blessings that I am currently able to be at home with the children (and
am forever grateful to my husband for it!). This means I do the majority of my art
work in the daytime while they are at school. My studio space is in a corner of the
bedroom where I can shut the door on the rest of the house, light some incense
and watch familiar cars of my neighbours passing on the street below as I work.
However, I’m naturally a night owl at heart and I also love painting late at night.
When the children were very little and took up most of my time in the day, this was
the only option available. I have a very bright daylight bulb (the neighbours have
mentioned it!) to paint by, and when the night is calm and still I can even hear the
chime of the clock tower as I paint. There’s something very magical about creating
things while the rest of the household sleeps and the world is resting.
And nally
So what’s next? Well, once the madness of Inktober has passed, I will be returning
to the other project that is currently in progress - CRUSTS. Crusts is a silly little
poem I wrote many years ago that I am illustrating, with the aim of turning it into a
children’s book. It can take a few months to illustrate a children’s book, so it may
not be out before Christmas, but as newsletter subscribers, rest assured, you will
be the rst to know when it does.
Until next time,
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Gemma

